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Director's Message
Dear friends of Asosiasaun Chega! ba ita

(ACbit),

 

ACbit has completed our 8th year in

supporting women survivors of the

recent Indonesian occupation in Timor-

Leste 1975-1999. Research, economic

support and creating awareness is our

most potent tool to help our culture

know the past history involving women

survivors. We are determined to make

sure that their stories and present-day

experiences are not kept locked away

but reach people who can learn from

the past and make changes towards

gender equality and gender based

violence today.

 

As survivor Maria Fatima nicely put it,

“I speak about my history because I

don’t want the new generation to

become victims of violence,” and this

rang true for the vision and work of

ACbit in 2018.

 

At the beginning of the year, ACbit

initiated research for a new manual

“Chega - Women for Peace” to be

published in 2019 with the support of

partners, UN Women and the generous

funding of the Government of Japan.

We also organised a women’s historical

march/tour for the International

Women’s Day in Dili and the #16 days

campaign in Baucau. Many people in

the community came along to hear  the

stories of the women survivors where

the history took place. For many people,

particularly the younger generations,

this was the first time that they had

heard the stories.

 

 

 

.
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Front cover: #16 days campaign in Baucau. Photo/UNWomen

Page 2: Body map Page 

3: Recource of life 

Page 4: Director Maria Manuela Leong Pereira and memory box in

Baucau and stone & flower in Dare.

Photography by Silverio B.S.A. da Silva, Nelson R. Xavier, UN Women

and Lucia Naroman 



ACbit was also supported by UN Women and

partners to do Participatory Action Research

(PAR) with women survivors to gather data in

how to best support them. 2018’s research was

different from other years as it involved men in

the PAR process with the philosophy that men

also have an important role in fighting for

gender equality between man and woman. 

 

New partnerships and reuniting old ones were

also common in 2018. ACbit worked closely

with sister NGO AJAR to research into the

history of Marabia survivors for a community

exhibition in 2019.  ACbit also formed closer

ties with CNC to implement recommendations

from the CAVR report and CVA relating to the

policies and memorialization of victims and

survivors.

 

 

 

 

 

A new partnership with JDN – Timor-Leste was

also made to create the first ever women’s tour of

Timor-Leste. This involved having young women

from JDN working in collaboration with ACbit

staff to research and create a film about women

survivors Josefa Adão, Maria Isabel and Rosa Auta

and their experiences during the occupation. It is

expected that the tour will go ahead later next

year in 2019.

 

We are grateful and appreciative of the support

from our donors, collaborating partners and

friends. Particularly a big thanks to the women

survivors who remain strong and continue to fight

for gender equality and no violence within the

community. We could not do the work that we

do without your support.

 

Sincerely,

 

Manuela Leong Pereira
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ACbit has been promoting the recommendation of the CAVR commission since 2010 with

the slogan Chega! ba ita (Chega! for us). This slogan represents our conviction that the people

of Timor-Leste have had enough of conflict and injustice, thus the recommendations of the

truth commission have to be implemented to ensure that these atrocities never happen

again. The words Chega! for us also emphasizes our belief that this report has been written

based on the experiences of the people, for the people. This report cannot simply be shelved

and forgotten, but has to be considered as a living document to be re-read, debated and re-

interpreted for years to come.

 

 

 

 

ACbit’s vision

ACbit’s main objective is to promote the values and principles enshrined in the Chega! Report

including human rights, justice and reconciliation. We are committed to bringing lessons from

the past to guide our decisions and choices as individuals as well as a society working towards

the fulfilment of a promise for a better future.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Programme priorities:

- Conducting innovative research

using participatory tools

- Advocacy and community

organising around the

recommendations of

the CAVR report

- Education and facilitation of the

inclusion of the Chega!

recommendations in 

policy-making and the school

curriculum

- Support victims’ groups and

connect them with social and

health services

A woman survivor participating in a

Research  Action Participatory in

Dare, Dili. Photo: Ajar
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ACbit, together with partner organizations, organized

efforts and encouraged the establishment of a National

Action Plan (NAP1325) for the implementation of UN

Security Resolution #1325 on Women, Peace and

Security. ACbit’s involvement in the NAP 1325 of Timor-

Leste was to attract attention to the situation of women

victims and survivors of past conflicts.

 

ACbit NAP 1325 activities are supported by the Japanese

Embassy in Timor-Leste and techncal support of UN

Women with partner NGOs Belun and Ba Futuru.

 

The implementation of the first phase of the activities

began April 04-06, 2018 with ACbit developing a manual

for trainers entitled "Chega! Women for peace,” which

aims to empower women survivors and their children

with knowledge of the NAP 1325 and to train mediators

in their communities, particularly on cases effecting

women such as domestic violence, land issues, and

denial of access to social services.

 

 

 

Training  Chega! 
Women for Peace
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To develop the manual there were 14

participants (12 women, 2 men) composed

of representatives from three different

municipalities and partner NGOs (2 from

Belun, 2 from Ba Futuru, 2 from Asia Justice

and Rights. 

 

The sessions were facilitated by Suzanna[u1] 

George, a feminist expert consultant from

Malaysia, Maria Manuela Leong Pereira from

ACbit, and Laura Faludi and Sorang Saragih

from AJAR.

 

 

Facilitator Suzanna George was explaining the process of writing the manual TOT to  participants at HAK.

Photo by Sancho da Costa Fernandes

 



The second phase took place from October 17th-21st, 2018, with further “Train the Trainer” sessions including how to use the

manual, training techniques, and understanding of the law.   There were 29 participants (2 men and 27 women) with

representatives from civil society and government. There were 5 participants from the enclave of Oe-cusse, 1 from the NGO

Ba Futuru, 5 from Covalima, 5 from Baucau, 2 from the Ministry of the Interior, 1 from Centru Nasional Chega! (CNC), 2 from

the partner NGO Belun, and 5 from ACbit. The sessions were again facilitated by Suzanna George, a feminist expert

consultant from Malaysia, Maria Manuela Leong Pereira from ACbit, and Laura Faludy from AJAR. 

 

Group photo of the TOT participants at CNC. Photo by Silverio B.S. Andrade da Silva
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During the third phase, the participants returned to their

respective municipalities (Baucau, Covalima, and Oé-cusse),

along with staff from ACbit, to share tools and knowledge

that they have learned with survivors, youth and the

community in general.

1. From December 17-18, 2018, ACbit trained students, youth,

and survivors in Covalima using the "Chega! Women for

Peace” materials and the "Trainer the Trainer" methodology.  

 During this time, ACbit trained 18 participants (5 men and 13

women)

2.  From December 27-28, 2018, ACbit trained 27 participants

(3  Men and 24 women) including students, youth, and

survivors in Baucau.

3.  ACbit also heled a training in Oé-cusse for youth and

survivors, using the facilitation and train the trainer method.

ACbit trained 19 participants (4 men and 15 women).

 

 

 

 

One of the youth did the presentation about the result of group

discussion on training Chega! women for peace in Baucau.

Photo by Ana de V. Soares

 



As part of the implementation of the NAP 1325, especially given the importance of Pillar 4 Peace-

building, ACbit seeks to promote the recommendations of the Commission for Reception, Truth

and Reconciliation (CAVR) report to promote human rights, especially the rights of women

survivors of past conflicts to access and fulfil their rights.

The six-step methodology used in the participatory

action research was:

 

1.The stone and flower method (“Fatuk Aifunan”)

encourages survivors to visualize a   four-pane window

of truth, justice, recovery, and freedom from violence. In

this methodology, survivors present their problems as

individuals, within families, and within their

communities that are linked through a window. Stones

represent feelings that are difficult and heavy while

flowers signify feelings that are good and can be

alleviated.

2.The time line (“Lina Tempu”) methodology encourages

survivors to tell their stories of events occurring

between 1975 and 2018.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Therefore, with the techical support of UN Women and

generous funding of  the Government of Japan, ACbit is

working with survivors, members of the Victims’

Association, stakeholders in municipalities, local

authorities and other partners in participatory action

research with survivors in Baucau-Laisorolai de Baixo,

Covalima-Maudemu and Oé-cusse-Lalisuk. In total, 65

participants were included in the research activity

including 54 victims of past conflicts and 11 victims of

domestic violence.

Participatory Action Research (PAR)
   8

Group photo of the

survivors after doing

Time line and one of

the survivor put the

flower while attending

stone & flower method

in Baucau.

Photo by Nelson Roldão

Xavier
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The survivors from Covalima drawing their resources of life and presented their memory box.

Photo by Lucia Naroman Oliveira

 

3. The economic resources (“Rekursu Moris”) presents survivors with information on

income generation using resource planning.  

4. The body mapping methodology (“Mapa Isin”) allows survivors to paint on their body

where their body was harmed. In pairs, survivors are encouraged to discuss how they

were physically harmed during the conflict.

 

5. The box mementos (“Kaixa Lembransa”) activity asks survivors to share mementos from

the past.  

6. The photo story activity (“Foto Istória”) asks survivors to take photographs at sites of their

violence and encourage them to talk about it with their families.



Participatory Action
Research (PAR) on the
victims of Marabia
Massacre
The Marabia massacre occurred in the

village of Marabia (outside Dili) with

human rights violations occurring

between 1980-1984.   Beginning on the

10th of June 1980, people were forcibly

sent to the island of Atáuro, fled to the

mountains, and were punished (without

trial) in prison. Others died or 

 disappeared with no recovery of

remains.  

 

Until now, victims of the Marabia

massacre have not found truth and

justice. On September 19, 2018 ACbit

worked with the Victims ‘Association,

supported by AJAR, to conduct

participatory action in the villages of

Lahane Oriental and Aldeia Suhu Rama.

ACbit interviewed 14 victims (6 men and

8 women) from Marabia.   After 26

September, the ACbit team continued

to research and interview 17 victims in

Dare/Naheak (13 women and 4 boys)

using the methodology developed by

ACbit and described above. From this

research, new generations will be able to

access a historical record and advocate

to seek the truth and justice for victims.

 

 

 

The monument of Marabia  accident. 

Photo by Nelson Roldão Xavier 
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Each year, the families of victims, the government, and civil society gather to

commemorate the massacre of "Black September" at the Ave Maria Church in Suai

which took place on 6 September, 1999. On September 5, 2018, ACbit with the remainder

of Mate Restu group (translated, Mate Restu “the rest of the people who have died”)

commemorated the massacre in Suai Church, Ave Maria, with a public reflection, mass,

placing of flowers at monuments, and an appearance on the radio talk show “Timor-

Leste Taroman” to discuss stories from the past that can become an inspiration to stop

violence and establish peace, peace and serenity. 

 

 

Remebering the Victims of  the Past 
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Approximately 2,000 participants, comprised of families, members of civil society, the

government, F-FDTL, PNTL, and the general community, participated in the

commemoration activities. After the laying of the flowers at the church with the Mate

Restu group and their families, ACbit then lead marches to visit various places of

historical importance. The Survivors shared stories and put flowers in commemoration of

the events that happened at these places.

 

Commemoration of Black September Massacre in Suai 2019 . Photo by Silverio Beli-Siri Andrade da Silva

 



To commemorate International Women's Day on 8 March, ACbit, together with the

Victims’ Association, UN Women, the Women's Network, CNC and other partners, held a

march of solidarity to visit the historical places of inquiry, torture, violations, and

punishment commited by military practice during the Indonesia occupation of Timor-

Leste from 1974-1999.

 

Site visited included Sang Thai Hoo - formerly an interrogation and torture site under the

Indonesian occupation and now a Western Union & OPPO phone shop, Red SGI

(Gabungan Intelegent) – a military site that is now a traditional market for tais. The former

Clinic Kartika Sari - an Indonesia military site for torture and rape now a study center.

Opstik 1 (now Embassy of New Zealand), Opstik 2 (now Senior Deputy of Parliament’s

yard), Mes Tomodok (the Embassy of Indonesia), and Kotis and Rumah Panglima

(currently the Ministry of Tourism).  Through the march to the sites, survivors were able to

face the past and raise awareness of crimes that happened there.

 

 

 

International Women’s Day 2018
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In total, 265 participated in the events (170 women, 95 men).   Individuals came from the

Victims' Association, secondary school students, universities, civil society and the

diplomatic community. The aim was to raise awareness of the role of women in the the

struggle for independence, and to the create new opportunities to introduce new

generations to that history. 

 

 

 

Survivor Josefa Adão da Silva shared her story about past when she was in SGI prison. Photo by Shoban Sing



 "Hear Our History Act for Change"
Survivors of the Indonesian occupation

(1975-1999) are often not recognized by the

state, the community and sometimes not

even by their own families for the

sacrifices they made for independence.

This leads to vulnerable and fragile

positions for the survivors, especially as

many must care for their children who

lack adequate education, health,

agricultural opportunities, justice and

economic development. In the face of

these difficulties, victims and survivors

have become activists and role model for

their communities. They talk with the

government and  the community   to

support changes to policies, especially to

ensure the rights of women survivors and

their children who are particularly

vulnerable. The “Hear Our History Act for

Change” campaign advocated for the

Sixteen Days of Activism (the elimination

of violence against women and girls).
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Students from high school singed  the commitment to

stop violence against women and girls after attended the

seminar in Baucau. Photo by Silverio B.S. A. da Silva

 

On 6 December 2018, ACbit, together with

service partners, held a seminar to

commemorate the 16th UN Women

campaign to eliminate violence against

women and girls which runs from 15

November until December 7 of each year. 

ACbit invited 50 secondary school to

participate in the seminar, after which

participants made a commitment to sign the

pledge prepared by ACbit to end violence

against women and children. In addition,

students also learned about healthy

relationships and watched a Timorese movie

called Domin Nakloke (Open Love) by Ba

Futuru to learn how to make decisions

against behavior that they believe are unjust.

ACbit also organized a talk show addressing

these themes in the local language in Baucau

"late" at a community radio station.

Seminar to commemorate 16 days campaign to eliminate

violence against women and girls in Baucau. Photo by

Silverio B.S. Andrade da Silva. 
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On 7 December ACbit, with UN Women, Centru Nasional Chega (CNC), the Victim’s

Association and other partners organized a "Women Walking Tour" of historical sites in

Baucau. During the tour, survivors told their personal stories from the past conflict.   It

concluded with a panel discussions at CVB (Centre Convensaun Baucau). The objective of

this event was to promote awareness of survivor’s stories and to have those stories serve

as reference for the new generations so future generations will not repeat violence

against women and girls.

 

 

 

allall

All the participants came together at Pousada Baucau to start the "Women Walking Tour" and visit the

historical sites in Baucau. Photo by Silverio B.S. A. da Silva.

 



ACbit, working with our partner

AJAR, supports the establishment of

exchange activities that can serve as

a bridge between the various

parties.   ACbit provides technical

support and uses a participatory

methodology to  enable women

victims and civil society groups to

build understanding and capacity to

make changes to their lives and

influence government policy.

 

With these objectives in mind, AJAR

held a Train the Trainer (TOT) session

in Bali on August 26, 2018, focusing

on gender justice. ACbit was invited

to participate in this 4-session

training course. This training focused

on the stone and flower

methodology, body and community

mapping, understanding context

and violence in conflict and its

impact on women, and community

facilitation techniques. The objective

of this training is to help women to

deal with the impunity of their

oppressor, making space for women,

and bringing new reactions rather

than violence against injustice.

ACbit staff Sergia Aida Santina Fatima attended the training

about TOT in Bali, Indonesia,

Photo by Ajar Indonesia.
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Exchange Activities  

On 3-7 September, 2018, AJAR facilitated a

workshop in Bali which wa attended by ACbit,

CNC, JSMP, UNTL and UNPAZ for discussion

on Human Rights and transitional justice in

Timor-Leste. 

 

On 6-9 November, 2018, AJAR held another

workshop in Bali that was attended by ACbit

for the presentation of the results of the

participatory action research, which was held

in the village of Lahane Oriental and

Dare/Nahaek with survivors of Marabia. There

was also a session with AJAR to plan the

exhibition of the Massacre Marabia held on

the 10 June 2019.

 

On 3-7 September, 2018, AJAR

facilitated a workshop in Bali which

was attended by ACbit, CNC, JSMP,

UNTL and UNPAZ for discussion on

Human Rights and transitional

justice in Timor-Leste. Topics

discussed included reparations for

victims, memorialization. and the

role of academics in how to

transform the justice tools as

materials for students at the

universities.



Cooperation between ACbit and CNC

The National Center Chega! (CNC) is a

public institute established under Decree-

Law Number 48/2016. The principal role of

the Chega! center is to be a bridge to

implement the CAVR and CVA

recommendations on memorialization,

education, and training in solidarity with

survivors who are particularly vulnerable

because of human rights violations that

occurred in the past. The Chega! reports

establish partnerships with civil society

organizations (CSOs) in Timor-Leste who

are focused on transitional justice and

especially CSOs that are working to

implement the recommendations of the

Chega! that are linked to vulnerable

groups.

 

 

The Association Chega! is a group of civil society organizations which promote human rights,

particularly the care of victim’s groups who are particularly vulnerable through empowerment,

capacity training, lobbying, and producing public knowledge.

 

On 21 September, 2018, the National Center Chega! and ACbit signed an agreement on

cooperation.   Signatories included President of the Board of the Chega! Center Ines Maria de

Almeida, and Ms. Maria Manuela Leong Pereira, from ACbit.
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Chega! Mobile is a small exhibition that staff of ACbit can bring to districts that are often

unexposed to development programs that take place in the capital of Dili.  The exhibit exposes

the history of liberation struggle in Antigo Balide Comarca as well as university students in Dili.

In 2018, ACbit organized a Chega! Mobile exhibit twice at the National University of Timor-

Lorosae to commemorate the invasion the Japanese military invasion of Timor-Leste, on

February 20th, with 118 (46 women, 72 men) in attendance.

 

Chega! Mobile and Chega! Visit
17

 

Students from  4 de setembru visit the former Balide prison (now

CNC) Photos by Sergia Aida S. Fatima

 

In addition, on 6 December, 2018, ACbit

opened the same exhibition in Baucau to

commemorate UN Women's 16 days

campaign to eliminate violence against

women and girls. Participants included

representatives from five secondary schools,

and youth groups, and survivors.   In total, 99

people attended the exhibit (54 men, 45

women). Through these events, students and

youth are often exposed to their communities’

history for the first time.   Many have reported

that it is important for the new generations,

and the need to expand more stories for

young people who have ample access.

 



 
 
Economic Support and Health Services
 
A study conducted by ACbit uncovered that

women victims of the past conflict still live in

poverty and have limited resources due to the

marginalization and discrimination they face in

their families and communities as well as the

loss of wealth and property they suffered as a

consequence of the occupation. Because of

theses reasons they lack strength to move on

and live among vulnerable circumstances in

their communities. The circumstances are often

aggravated by the fact that there are other

family members, elderly parents and children,

they also have to take care of.

 

For this reason ACbit provides various types of

assistance, such as economic support,

accompaniment to and coverage of medical

treatment, regular visits to monitor health and

living conditions, livelihood support to provide

for family members. ACbit aims at tapping into

their already existing skills and capabilities and

improving their health so they are able to work

and reaffirm their independence. 

 

ACbit accompanied victim survivors from 13

districts to the Guido Valadares National

Hospital for consultations (HNGV), as well as

private clinics and health centers in the

municipalities for treatment for their physical

condition. ACbit also conducted home visits

when appropriate to deal with mental health

issues.   ACbit also supported economic

development of the survivors by assisting

them to open their small businesses (such as

selling gasoline, livestock, growing vegetables

and wholesale). Support for survivors and

their children consisted of 36 total

beneficiaries including 12 beneficiaries of

economic support, 17 beneficiaries of health

support, 1 rehabilitation of a home, and 6

beneficiaries who were supported with

obtaining proper documentation. Survivors

who received support from ACbit came from

the municipalities of Ainaro, Ermera,

Manatuto, Lautem, Liquica, Viqueque,

Covalima, Baucau and Dili.

18

The ACbit team brings supplies for victims in Balibar, Dili,  in 2018. Photo by Ana de Vasconselos 
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10  March  20 18
Women Walking Tour and visit of historical sites in

Dili to commemorate Women International Day

Participants: Women: 170 Men: 95

In cooperation with the NVA and UN Women

4 -6  Apr i l  20 18  
Workshop to develop manual for trainers entitled "Women

Chega! for Peace" 

Participants: Women (12), Men (2)

In cooperation with AJAR and UN Women.

1 8  Apr i l  20 18

19 -20  Apr i l  20 18
Workshop with lecturers from university to

develop teaching materials on transitional

justice for universities. Location: Dili – CNC

Participants: Women: 29 

In cooperation with AJAR, CNC and UNTL

1 7  May  20 18
Need-based assessment for survivors from past

conflict in Maquelab Oé-cusse.

Participants: Women (7)

In cooperation with local authorities

 

5  Sep tembe r  20 18

Talkshow in Radio Cova Taroman In

Covalima.

In cooperation with UN Women,

NVA, the Church, PNTL, Mate Restu

group and local authorities

 

6 -8  June  20 18
Participatory Action Research (PAR) with past conflict

victims and current victims in Covalima 

Participants: Women (18),

In cooperation with the NVA, UN Women, Belun, Ba

Futuru, Fokupers and local authorities

Workshop with students, youth and family of past

victims to write the stories of past conflict-

 Location: Dili - Salaun HAK

Participants: Women (15), Men (5)

In cooperation with AJAR
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6  Sep tembe r  20 18

Women Walking Tour and visit of

historical sites  in Covalima

In cooperation with UN Women, 

 NVA, the Church, PNTL, Mate Restu

group and local authorities

 

 

1 3 - 1 5  Sep tembe r  20 18

Workshop on analyzing the results of

Participatory ACtion Research (PAR).

Location: Dili Alfela

Participants: Women: (7) Men: (1)

1 9 -26  Sep tembe r  20 18
Participatory Action Research (PAR)

with survivors from Marabia Conflict in

Dili.

Participants: Women (21), Men (10)

In cooperation with AJAR and NVA

 

1 1 - 1 4  June  20 18

Research Action Participatory (PAR) with past conflict

victims and current victims in Oé-cusse

Participants: Women (18), Men (4)

In cooperation with the NVA, UN Women, OPS Futuru,  

and local authorities

1 1 - 1 4  June  20 18
Research Action Participatory (PAR) with past conflict

victims and current victims in Buacau

Participants: Women (37).

In cooperation with the NVA, UN Women, Belun, Ba

Futuru, Fokupers and local authorities

6  Sep tembe r  20 18

Commemoration of the Black

September massacre in Cova Lima

In cooperation with UN Women, 

 NVA, the Church, PNTL, Mate Restu

group and local authorities 

 

28  Sep tembe r  20 18
Supported goods of basic needs to

survivor Maria Doutel Sarmento in

Baliba, Dili.

 



1 7 -2 1  Octobe r  20 18
Workshop to finalise the making of the

Training of Trainers (TOT) manual "Chega!

Women for Peace in HAK and CNC.

Participants: Women (27), Men (2)

In cooperation with AJAR UN Women

 

6  Decembe r  20 18  

Workshop to commemorate 16 days

campaign to stop violence against

women and girl with the studens in

Baucau.

Participants: Women (48), Men (44)

In cooperation with UN Women, Japan

Embassy, NVA and PNTL 

7  Decembe r  20 18

Women Walking Tour to visit of historical sites in

Baucau.

Participants: Women (128), Men (49)

In cooperation with UN Women, Japan Embassy,

CNC, NVA, SEIi, PNTL, and World Vision

 

10  Decembe r  20 18
Workshop Gender Justice with students, youth and

community in general  in Baucau, Quelecai. 

Participants: Women (31), Men (23)

In cooperation with NVA and local authority 

 

1 7 - 1 8  Decembe r  20 18

To ta l  Pa r t i c i pan t s :
Women :620   
Men :  1 96

21

Training Chega! Women for Peace with student,

youht and survivors in Covalima

Participants: Women (13), Men (5)

In cooperation with Belun, Ba Futuru and DNPKK

(Ministry of Interior)

 

 

 27 -28  Decembe r  20 18
Training Chega! Women for Peace with student,

youht and survivors in in Baucau and Oe-cusse.

Participants: Women (39), Men (7)

In cooperation with Belun, Ba Futuru and DNPKK

(Ministry of Interior)
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Three Survivors painting community maps  as part of

ACbit’s participatory action research exercises in Dare,

Dili. Photo by: Silverio B.S.A. da Silva.
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Hivos 2018-2019

Misereor 2018

GLOBAL INITIATIVE FOR JUSTICE, TRUTH 2018

UNTF 2018

UNVTF 2018

Blue Mountains 2017-2018

AJAR 2018

UN WOMEN 2018-2019 (Gov of Japan)

Casa Civil 2018

Soc. Sivil 2018
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Board members: Adelia Guterres, Sisto dos Santos, Galuh Wandita

Director: Maria Manuela Leong Pereira

Operations Manager: Fernando Rasul Soares

Finance Manager: Nyda Wilsonia Amaral

Cashier : Lucia Maria Martins

Bookkeeper: Julieta de Carvalho da Costa

Project Coordinator: Ana de Vasconselos

Project Officer: Sergia Aida Santina Fatima

Project Officer: Julio Correia

Victims’ Assistence Coordinator: Celestina de Almeida

Victims’ Assistence Officer: Anina Gonsalves

Education and Training Coordinator: Sanch da Costa Fernandes

Education and Training Officer: Merita M. de Araújo

Volunteer (Information Management): Umbelina Amaral Soares

Volunteer (Information Management): Lucia Naroman P. de Oliveira

Volunteer (Communications): Marco Saldanha Viera Branco

Volunteer (Communications): Silverio B. S. A. da Silva

Volunteer (Administration): Angela da Costa

Volunteer (Administration): Julio da Costa Correia

 

 

 

 

Group photo of survivors from Marabia conflict and

ACbit staff after finishingParticipatory Action

Research exercise  at Hak, Farol, Dili. 

Photo by Marcos Saldanha Viera Branco

 



 

 

Rua Guine, Palapasu

Motael, Dili – Timor-Leste

+ 670 7738 2863

http://chegabaita.org/


